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From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Jan 3 13:30:23 2014
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 03 Jan 2014 13:30:23 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Directory of Family Associations
Message-ID: <52C6BB6F020000AA0003E358@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Happy New Year everyone;
Does anyone own the Directory of Family Associations or any similar directory? A
patron of mine is interested in finding out if there's an association for the (or
a) McNary family. I looked online and didn't find anything, and I realize that
even if one is listed the information may be dated, but I told my patron I'd ask,
and he can go from there.
Thanks in advance,

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140103/
be039e41/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Fri Jan 3 13:45:17 2014
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew M.)
Date: Fri, 3 Jan 2014 13:45:17 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Directory of Family Associations
In-Reply-To: <52C6BB6F020000AA0003E358@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <52C6BB6F020000AA0003E358@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CEEC6F42.6665%dsmith@usf.edu>
Kim,
I would point the patron to the McNary surname list.
know whether or not there was a family association.

Someone on that list would

http://lists.rootsweb.ancestry.com/index/surname/m/mcnary.html#MCNARY
Drew Smith
USF Tampa Library
From: Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Friday, January 3, 2014 at 1:30 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Directory of Family Associations
Happy New Year everyone;
Does anyone own the Directory of Family Associations or any similar directory?

A

patron of mine is interested in finding out if there's an association for the (or
a) McNary family. I looked online and didn't find anything, and I realize that
even if one is listed the information may be dated, but I told my patron I'd ask,
and he can go from there.
Thanks in advance,
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140103/80fac748/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Jan 3 14:19:20 2014
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 03 Jan 2014 14:19:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Directory of Family Associations
Message-ID: <52C6C6E9020000AA0003E375@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Thanks Drew.
He doesn't use computers, but I just signed up and will hopefully glean some
information before unsubscribing. He's a regular patron, so I know he'll be back.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Smith, Andrew M." 01/03/14 1:45 PM >>>
Kim,
I would point the patron to the McNary surname list.
know whether or not there was a family association.

Someone on that list would

http://lists.rootsweb.ancestry.com/index/surname/m/mcnary.html#MCNARY
Drew Smith
USF Tampa Library

From: Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Friday, January 3, 2014 at 1:30 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Directory of Family Associations

Happy New Year everyone;
Does anyone own the Directory of Family Associations or any similar directory? A
patron of mine is interested in finding out if there's an association for the (or
a) McNary family. I looked online and didn't find anything, and I realize that
even if one is listed the information may be dated, but I told my patron I'd ask,
and he can go from there.
Thanks in advance,
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140103/
c7ea68a4/attachment.html>
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Sat Jan 4 03:08:35 2014
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Sat, 4 Jan 2014 08:08:35 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] Tracing British & European royalty and nobilility.
Message-ID: <D982127D57D24DBB8E9121A833786F6B@EndUserPC>
Have you had researchers enquiring about European royalty and other titles of
nobility? - This series of books, which can be bought individually or as a
collection, provides the answers. The books are offered at a 20% discount to U.S.
Libraries.
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 32 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The
dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate
books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia, the Benelux,
Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German
Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to
related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe, and in the U.S.A,
Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source of information

for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.
A new volume has now been published:
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG
The Genealogy of the Oldenburg and Mecklenburg dynasties of the former Grand
Duchies in northern Germany. The Oldenburg Grand Ducal line, together with its
Russian off-shoot. The lines of the Schwerin and Strelitz Grand Duchies of
Mecklenburg, together with the Russian off-shoot of the latter, with its Carlow
morganatic line, which has secured the continuation of the dynasty. 193 pages.
?P. Arnold, 2013 ISBN 978-0-9569100-9-7
This follows the previous new volume:
The German Dynasty of HESSE
The genealogy of the Darmstadt, Cassel, Homburg and Philippsthal branches of this
influential western German dynasty are set out in this volume: The Grand Dukes of
Hesse and by Rhine, the Electors of Hesse-Cassel, and the Dynasty's various
Landgraves. The morganatic lines of Battenberg, which developed into the British
Mountbatten family; Hanau and Reichenbach-Lessonitz are also detailed. 319 pages.
?P. Arnold, 2012 ISBN 978-0-9569100-7-3
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The Family of H.M. Queen Victoria.
Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.
Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.
The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA

The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.

Says Patricia Arnold, publisher of the series, "Books may be bought individually,
or in groups (e.g. The British 6, Stuart 9, German set). Payment may be made by
check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we
could despatch the book with an invoice. We will respond to enquiries concerning
specific orders.
"We offer a discount of 20% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced at GBP (British Pounds) ? 38.00 (US$ 62.40 at today's exchange
rate).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 5.00 (US$ 8.21) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL
(U.S. Libraries) when asked.
The total price will be charged to your credit or debit card through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold

Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).

Orders for despatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail ro us, and a
quote will be made.

We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection

Yours ever
Patricia
PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140104/
f11a86c8/attachment-0001.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Sun Jan 5 16:54:25 2014
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Sun, 5 Jan 2014 16:54:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (January 2014)
In-Reply-To: <EXCHANGE2J2crcLbUs200020201@exchange2.pwc.ad>
References: <EXCHANGE2J2crcLbUs200020201@exchange2.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <1315744270A88E4385A133A9BB44D070549C48@exchange4.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
January 2014

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org
<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/What%27s-New-inRELIC.aspx> .

SSDI HAS NEW RESTRICTIONS

We learned last week from Legal Genealogist Judy Russell?s blog that
Congress has imposed new restrictions on access to the Social Security Death Index.
http://www.legalgenealogist.com/blog/2013/12/30/ssdi-access-now-limited/
<http://www.legalgenealogist.com/blog/2013/12/30/ssdi-access-now-limited/>
We
will no longer have access to death information on persons who died within the past
three years ? and there is no point in sending a FOIA request to SSA to obtain such
data. Judy and her readers have pointed out a large number of problems this will
cause, not only for genealogists, but for others who have legal, forensic and
personal reasons for needing that data. Her blog includes comments on how
concerned persons can address the problem.

LIBRARY TO CONDUCT ONLINE SURVEY

The Prince William Public Library System will be conducting an online survey
Wednesday January 15th through Saturday February 15th, 2014 to find out how our
patrons use the library?s computers and Internet connection and how this service
has made a positive impact on their lives. This information will help the library
improve its technology services and communicate the value of providing free access
to computers and the Internet within the community. The Impact Survey is anonymous,
available in English and Spanish, and takes 10-15 minutes to complete. Patrons who
complete the survey will be taken to a separate page to enter their name and
contact information into a weekly drawing for a 2 GB USB flash drive! Drawings
will be held January 21, January 27, February 3, February 10 and February 18 from
entries received the prior week. In the case of multiple entries only one prize
per patron will be awarded.

As part of this survey, RELIC is interested in learning what impact our online
services have on our customers.
Do you use our Digital Library? Electronic
resources such as Heritage Quest, Obituaries and Death Notices, or the Local
Newspaper Index? Our pathfinders such as ?Roots in Prince William? or ?Chasing the
Civil War?? Interlibrary loan?
Please let us know. Thanks.

PRINCE WILLIAM COMMITTEE OF 100

SPONSORS DISCUSSION OF CEMETERY PRESERVATION

Many persons are aware of the controversy surrounding the discovery of gravesites
on the property where the next Prince William high school will be built. Detailed
background on this issue can be found here
<http://www.historicprincewilliam.org/cemeteries/12highschoolcemetery.html> . The
Prince William Committee of 100 is pleased to present an in-depth examination of
what has happened so far and how similar situations that arise in the future could
be handled.
The program, ?Can You Rest in Peace in Prince William County?? will
be held on Wednesday, January 8, at 7:45 p.m., at Westminster at Lake Ridge, 12191
Clipper Drive, Lake Ridge, Virginia.
The moderator is Charlie Grymes, Chairman of the Prince William Conservation
Alliance. Panelists include Julie Langan, Acting Director and State Historic
Preservation Officer, Virginia Department of Historic Resources; Joanna Wilson
Green, Archaeology Stewardship & Easements, Office of Preservation Incentives,
Virginia Department of Historic Resources; Martin Nohe, Coles District Supervisor,
Prince William County; Bill Olson, President, Historic Prince William, Member,
Prince William County Historical Commission, Cemetery Committee Chairman; Don
Wilson, Director of RELIC (Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center), Bull Run Regional
Library. For all the details on the program, please go here
<http://www.pwc100.org/newsletter.htm> .

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is
available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three
weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC,
visit eNotifications/subscribe
<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx>
and select
Library ? What?s New in RELIC. Unless otherwise stated, all these programs will
take place at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any
of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at
pwcgov.org> .
For details see RELIC Programs
<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-Programs.aspx> .

January 9, 7 p.m. ? Genealogy 201, with Tish Como (at Chinn Park Library)
January 21, 7 p.m. ? Organizing Your Genealogy Research, with Diane Nesmeyer.
January 22, 2 p.m. ? Get More Out of Google, with Susie Besecker.
February 12, 2 p.m. ? Did You Know? Fascinating Stories about Prince William County
History, with Don Wilson.
February 25, 7 p.m. ? The Latest in Online Mapping Tools, with Rick Sayre.
program]

[new

February 26, 11 a.m. ? Genealogy 201, with Tish Como.
session on January 16.)

(Note:

There will be no

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

GENEALOGY 201:

BEYOND THE BASICS

Presented by Tish Como

Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching your
family's history.
Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your
family's history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from
online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books.
RELIC's Tish Como will present this program on Thursday, January 9, 2014, at 7 p.m.
at the Chinn Park Regional Library, 13065 Chinn Park Drive, Prince William, VA
22192. The program will be repeated Wednesday, February 26, at 11 a.m. at Bull Run
Regional Library. (We listed an additional session on January 16 in error last
month.)
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

ORGANIZING YOUR GENEALOGY RESEARCH
Presented by Diane Nesmeyer

Do you love to research but hate organizing your findings? Or are you
just overwhelmed and not sure how to begin arranging all of the documents you?ve
collected in a way that makes sense? Learn strategies for tracking the tangible
results of your research. You will ultimately save time and become a better
genealogist. This program will be presented by veteran genealogist Diane Nesmeyer
on Tuesday, January 21, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

GET MORE OUT OF GOOGLE

(THE WORLD?S LARGEST SEARCH ENGINE)
Presented by Susie Besecker

Technology instructor and amateur genealogist Susie Besecker will
demonstrate various ways to unleash the power of Google for searches ranging from
weather and movie times to tips for finding information to enhance your family
tree.
This free program will be presented on Wednesday, January 22, at 2 p.m. in the
community room of Bull Run Regional Library. To reserve a seat, contact RELIC at
(703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

DID YOU KNOW ? ?
FASCINATING STORIES ABOUT
PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY HISTORY
Presented by Don Wilson

Don Wilson, Virginiana Librarian, was been studying Prince William?s unique past
for over 30 years. Join him as he shares some of his favorite stories about Prince
William County?s rich 283-year history.
This free program
community room of
Lifelong Learning
4540 or at relic2

will be presented on Wednesday, February 12, at 2 p.m. in the
Bull Run Regional Library. It is co-sponsored by the Manassas
Institute. To reserve a seat, please contact RELIC at (703) 792at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

THE LATEST IN
ONLINE MAPPING TOOLS
Presented by Rick Sayre

Learn about the exploding world of online mapping tools for genealogists from
certified genealogist Rick Sayre. A retired military officer, Rick has an M.A. in
Management Information Serives and currently works for the Defense Department as a
civilian.
This free program will be presented on Tuesday, February 25, at 7 p.m. in the
community room of Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat, please contact

RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org . Bull Run Regional Library is
located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/AskRELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September to June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed
Federal holidays.

#

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140105/58b0055a/
attachment.html>
From joe at genesearch.com Tue Jan 7 12:56:39 2014
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2014 10:56:39 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes and Records Website (USA) - Newest
Additions
Message-ID: <CAJMCXfzv5ay0Bux2LG6uz=xtow3R3FSHTVOd8=Tt0Ca8bRKYOw@mail.gmail.com>
The Online Death Records and Indexes website has some new additions. You
can find a list of the latest updates here:
http://genrootsblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/online-death-records-indexesobituaries.html
Or:
http://goo.gl/OaYahe
Happy searching.
Regards,
Joe
-Online Death Records Indexes and Obituaries
http://www.deathindexes.com/
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140107/4ff6c5bf/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Jan 7 21:46:54 2014
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 07 Jan 2014 21:46:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Job opening
Message-ID: <52CC75E3020000AA0003E5F1@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
A position for a genealogy librarian is open in the Topeka & Shawnee Public Library
System in Kansas. Interested? Here's a link to the job description.
http://tscpl.org/employment-opportunities/genealogy-librarian/

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
From jgaronzi at genealogical.com Thu Jan 9 12:25:42 2014
From: jgaronzi at genealogical.com (Joe Garonzi)

Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2014 12:25:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] 2013 Year in Review from Genealogical.com (Genealogical
Publishing Company)
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAHRdTzl8LA5MjGcu0eKVQ6fCgAAAEAAAAKEriPezf3tCi+YsSBTi2WYBAAAAAA=
=@genealogical.com>
Dear Librarian:

Genealogical.com is the leading publisher of genealogy books and CDs in the
United States. Our award-winning titles include hundreds of how-to books and
manuals, and more than a thousand collections of genealogical source records
and compiled genealogies. The latter cover pioneering American ancestors
from the 17th century to the 19th century, plus a growing collection of
Native American records. Still other publications will help you trace your
forebears across the Atlantic to Great Britain and mainland Europe, as well
as to the Caribbean and Latin America. You can download a free copy of our
catalogue of popular titles (published in January) at the following link:
http://www.genealogical.com/upload_images/GPCCatalog.pdf.

We are pleased to state that 2013 has been a banner year for new
publications at Genealogical.com. Here are the highlights:

International Vital Records Handbook
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&item_number=31
48> , 6th Edition, by Thomas Jay Kemp
A best-selling library reference book, the International Vital Records
Handbook offers complete, up-to-date information on where and how to request
vital records (birth, marriage, death, divorce, and adoption records).
One-hundred pages longer than its predecessor, the new 6th edition contains
the latest ordering forms and information for each of the fifty states and
also furnishes details about records that were created prior to statewide
vital records registration. Then, in alphabetical sequence, it covers the
other countries of the world, giving, where available, the current
application forms and instructions, as well as the key addresses of
repositories or embassies that might help you obtain copies of vital
records.

Sustainable Genealogy: Separating Fact from Fiction in Family Legends
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&item_number=27
52> , by Richard Hite
Sustainable Genealogy explains how to avoid the traps many family historians
fall into. Whether it's a proud family legend, a venerable publication, or
the claims of an Internet family tree, the unsubstantiated genealogical
source is like a house of sticks before the Big Bad Wolf--it won't stand up.
Taking "heed of the cautions cited and putting into practice the lessons
learned in this book will make you all much better family historians and
ensure that your genealogical legacy will be one to be trusted."

Without Indentures: Index to White Slave Children in Colonial Court Records
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&item_number=46
06> , by Richard Hayes Phillips
Richard Hayes Phillips' shocking new study of colonial slave labor contains
the names of more than 5,000 children kidnapped from Ireland, Scotland,
England, and New England and sold into slavery in Maryland and Virginia, ca.
1660-1720. We have long known about indentured servants, who agreed in
writing, by indenture, to work without wages for a number of years to pay
off the cost of their passage and lodging, after which time they were freed.
We were never told--until now--about white slaves who did not consent and
who never contracted in writing!

Generations: The WPA Ex-Slave Narrative Genealogical Resource Database.
Volume I: Ex-Slaves with Virginia Origins,
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&item_number=85
31> by Dr. James Rose [DVD]
Thousands of interviews with former African-American slaves were conducted
by the WPA between 1937 and 1938. However, few researchers have exploited
the genealogical potential of these African-American sources. In the DVD
Generations: The WPA Ex-Slave Narrative Genealogical Resource Database, Dr.
James Rose rectifies this oversight. The inaugural volume in this series
discusses ex-slaves who were living throughout the United States but were
born in Virginia, or who had parents or grandparents born in Virginia.

Scores of transcriptions made by Jeff Bowen from the records of the Five
Civilized Tribes
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&sear
ch_in_description=1&criteria=Author&keyword=Bowen&x=33&y=7> (Cherokee,
Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek and Seminole).

Twenty-two
<http://www.genealogical.com/index.php?main_page=advanced_search_result&sear
ch_in_description=1&criteria=Title&keyword=Genealogy+at+a+Glance&x=0&y=0>
Genealogy at a Glance laminated research aids, including the newest one in
the series, by George G. Morgan, which covers Ancestry.com.

If Genealogical.com's products are appropriate for your library, the best
way to stay abreast of our forthcoming publications--AND take advantage of
special product offers and excellent tips for tracing your roots--is to
subscribe to <http://www.genealogical.com/content/pointers_signup.html>
"Genealogy Pointers," our free weekly e-newsletter. "Pointers" readers are
the first people to learn about new products, and they also get special
mailings announcing products discounted for 24 hours by 40% or more! Click
here to view a sample issue of
<http://www.genealogical.com/upload_images/Genealogy%20Pointers%20Sample.pdf
> "Genealogy Pointers."

Best wishes,

Joe Garonzik
Marketing Director
Genealogial.com
Genealogical Publishing Company
3600 Clipper Mill Road
Suite 260
Baltimore, MD 21211
(410) 837-8271

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140109/
a38ce007/attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Thu Jan 9 15:17:46 2014
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2014 20:17:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB447@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
We have four books outside of our collection area that were donated to our library.
Free to a good home. No postage necessary.
Cemeteries in Lancaster County, Nebraska (City of Lincoln) Part I and Part II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1978
An Index to the Early Marriage Records of Lancaster County Nebraska 1866-1906
I and Vol II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1987
Thanks,
Jennifer

VOl

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference - Local History | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140109/798dc951/
attachment.html>
From chunter at chestateelibrary.org Thu Jan 9 15:39:37 2014
From: chunter at chestateelibrary.org (Colby Hunter)
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2014 15:39:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books
In-Reply-To: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB447@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB447@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Message-ID: <001501cf0d7a$ea422b90$bec682b0$@chestateelibrary.org>
We would be glad to have them, if they are still available.

Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
342 Allen Street
Dawsonville, GA 30534
chunter at chestateelibrary.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books

We have four books outside of our collection area that were donated to our library.
Free to a good home. No postage necessary.

Cemeteries in Lancaster County, Nebraska (City of Lincoln) Part I and Part II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1978

An Index to the Early Marriage Records of Lancaster County Nebraska 1866-1906
I and Vol II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1987

VOl

Thanks,
Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference - Local History | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140109/0c25be5a/
attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Thu Jan 9 15:42:59 2014
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2014 20:42:59 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books
In-Reply-To: <001501cf0d7a$ea422b90$bec682b0$@chestateelibrary.org>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB447@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
<001501cf0d7a$ea422b90$bec682b0$@chestateelibrary.org>
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB4C8@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Already taken :)
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Colby Hunter
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:40 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free Books
We would be glad to have them, if they are still available.
Colby Hunter
Information Specialist
342 Allen Street

Dawsonville, GA 30534
chunter at chestateelibrary.org<mailto:chunter at chestateelibrary.org>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:18 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books
We have four books outside of our collection area that were donated to our library.
Free to a good home. No postage necessary.
Cemeteries in Lancaster County, Nebraska (City of Lincoln) Part I and Part II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1978
An Index to the Early Marriage Records of Lancaster County Nebraska 1866-1906
I and Vol II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1987
Thanks,
Jennifer

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference - Local History | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140109/
c3062c16/attachment.html>
From jdaugherty at nhcgov.com Thu Jan 9 15:43:29 2014
From: jdaugherty at nhcgov.com (Daugherty, Jennifer)
Date: Thu, 9 Jan 2014 20:43:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books
In-Reply-To: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB447@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
References: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB447@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Message-ID: <B1F5D089E2854045902E05FD1EF474E94F9EB4E2@SRVEXMBX01R.nhcgov.com>
Thanks Everyone. Books are taken.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Daugherty, Jennifer
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:18 PM

VOl

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Free Books
We have four books outside of our collection area that were donated to our library.
Free to a good home. No postage necessary.
Cemeteries in Lancaster County, Nebraska (City of Lincoln) Part I and Part II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1978
An Index to the Early Marriage Records of Lancaster County Nebraska 1866-1906
I and Vol II
Compiled by Lincoln-Lancaster Genealogical Society 1987
Thanks,
Jennifer

VOl

Jennifer Daugherty | Librarian, Senior
Library - Main - Reference - Local History | New Hanover County
201 Chestnut Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
910-798-6305 p | 910-798-6312 f

________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140109/77ea2856/
attachment-0001.html>
From cygne1 at comcast.net Sat Jan 11 18:18:41 2014
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Sat, 11 Jan 2014 18:18:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email
Message-ID: <016a01cf0f23$777a00b0$666e0210$@net>
The Florida State Genealogical Society is considering to not print a hard
copy of their quarterly. A PDF link will be sent to all members and
libraries. What is your opinion about receiving a publication this way?

Our library had no choice when North Carolina, and a four other societies
stopped printing and just sent us a link. I print them out, but it is
expensive. On the other hand, fewer patrons are using our printers. Most are
putting their prints on flash drives. So, we are saving on one hand and
spending on the other.

I would appreciate your opinion about this.

Pam

Pamela J Cooper
President, Florida State Genealogical Society, Inc <http://www.flsgs.org/> .
ResearchProjects by Pam <http://www.researchprojectsbypam.com/>
Genealogical Speakers Bureau
<http://www.genealogicalspeakersguild.org/member_details.php?member=CooperP>
Association of Professional Genealogists <http://www.apgen.org/>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140111/696cade2/
attachment.html>
From pkeroack at sbcglobal.net Sat Jan 11 18:58:05 2014
From: pkeroack at sbcglobal.net (Paul Keroack)
Date: Sat, 11 Jan 2014 15:58:05 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email
In-Reply-To: <016a01cf0f23$777a00b0$666e0210$@net>
References: <016a01cf0f23$777a00b0$666e0210$@net>
Message-ID: <1389484685.74974.YahooMailNeo@web184703.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
If that is the case, I hope they are not charging a higher price for library
subscriptions than for private members (as many societies do).?
Private members may choose to read from their link only and not print, but
libraries would be doing their patrons a disservice if they did not have a print
copy available.
I can see the point of view from the other side as well. I am also an active member
in a genealogical society which has just decided to offer an online option. We
discussed whether we should encourage this by offering a discount to members who
decline the print option, because we save on print and mailing costs - or to charge
more for the print option. Perhaps it will take some experimentation to keep it
fair and "revenue neutral."?
Paul Keroack, archive manager
Norwalk History Room,
Norwalk Public Library, Norwalk CT?
________________________________
From: Pam Cooper <cygne1 at comcast.net>

To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 6:18 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email

The Florida State Genealogical Society is considering to not print a hard copy of
their quarterly. A PDF link will be sent to all members and libraries. What is your
opinion about receiving a publication this way?
Our library had no choice when North Carolina, and a four other societies stopped
printing and just sent us a link. I print them out, but it is expensive. On the
other hand, fewer patrons are using our printers. Most are putting their prints on
flash drives. So, we are saving on one hand and spending on the other.
I would appreciate your opinion about this.
Pam
Pamela J Cooper
President, Florida State Genealogical Society, Inc.
ResearchProjects by Pam
Genealogical Speakers Bureau
Association of Professional Genealogists
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib?????
From genbook at gmail.com Sun Jan 12 18:57:47 2014
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sun, 12 Jan 2014 15:57:47 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email
In-Reply-To: <016a01cf0f23$777a00b0$666e0210$@net>
References: <016a01cf0f23$777a00b0$666e0210$@net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUKMoPJBVmpwUjVYvvpPF-UDJsGNAbigJhw0doRaVJcCQ@mail.gmail.com>
I can come back at this two ways. When I was working, we got the local RGS
newsletter in hard copy, put it on the shelf, and since it was quarterly,
bound it when they got thick enough to make it worthwhile (our processing
dept. did cheap inhouse binding). That was OK, but in 30 years maybe 6
people asked for it. Don't know what my successor is doing.
But a short while ago, the RGS society realized that doing everything on
paper was too time consuming and expensive. Someone now lays it out on a
computer; it is saved as a PDF, and goes out on a mailing list to paid
members. Past issues are available for free here:
http://nyrgs.org/hearYe/hearYe.htm. That seems to please most people.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
Digitizing, Genealogy and Local History
Rochester, NY Public LIbrary
On Sat, Jan 11, 2014 at 3:18 PM, Pam Cooper <cygne1 at comcast.net> wrote:
> The Florida State Genealogical Society is considering to not print a hard

> copy of their quarterly. A PDF link will be sent to all members and
> libraries. What is your opinion about receiving a publication this way?
>
>
>
> Our library had no choice when North Carolina, and a four other societies
> stopped printing and just sent us a link. I print them out, but it is
> expensive. On the other hand, fewer patrons are using our printers. Most
> are putting their prints on flash drives. So, we are saving on one hand and
> spending on the other.
>
>
>
> I would appreciate your opinion about this.
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> Pamela J Cooper
>
> President, Florida State Genealogical Society, Inc <http://www.flsgs.org/>
> .
>
> ResearchProjects by Pam <http://www.researchprojectsbypam.com/>
>
> Genealogical Speakers
Bureau<http://www.genealogicalspeakersguild.org/member_details.php?member=CooperP>
>
> Association of Professional Genealogists <http://www.apgen.org/>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140112/773a2864/
attachment.html>
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Mon Jan 13 19:20:29 2014
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon, 13 Jan 2014 19:20:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home!
Message-ID: <11E1FF16-AA45-44C3-B91F-4FCC62D62A76@yahoo.com>
Cleaning personal shelf space - please reply to me not the whole list. Please
include your postal mailing address. Thanks. These are available:
Magazine of Virginia Genealogy (scholarly journal of Virginia Genealogical Society)
Vol. 48, Nos. 1-4 (2010) complete run
Vol. 49, Nos. 1-4 (2011) complete run

Vol. 50, Nos. 1-4 (2012) complete run
Vol. 51, Nos. 1-4 (2013) complete run
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter (mix of news and permanently-valuable
articles)
Vol. XXXVI, Nos. 1-6 (2010) complete run
Vol. XXXVII, Nos. 1-6 (2011) complete run
Primary
Vol. 5,
Vol. 6,
Vol. 7,
Vol. 8,

Source (newsletter of American Baptist Historical Society)
Nos. 1-4 (2007) complete run
Nos. 1-4 (2008) complete run
Nos. 1-4 (2009) complete run
Nos. 1-4 (2010) complete run

The Chadburn (newsletter of The Great Lakes Historical Society)
21 issues, 2000-2012 (not complete run)
Great Migration Newsletter (from New England Historic Genealogical Society)
Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 3, 4 & index (1990)
Vol. 2, Nos. 1-4 (1991) complete run
Vol. 3, Nos. 2, 3, 4 (1992)
Vol. 4, Nos. 1-4 (1993) complete run
Vol. 5, Nos. 1-4 (1994) complete run
Vol. 6, Nos. 1-4 (1997) complete run
Vol. 7, Nos. 1-4 (1998) complete run
Vol. 8, Nos. 2, 3, 4, (1999)
Vol. 9, Nos. 1-2 (2000)
History Connections (newsletter of Vermont Historical Society)
Vol. 5, Nos. 1-4 (2010-11) complete run
Vol. 6, Nos. 1-4 (2011-12) complete run
Claire Kluskens
cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140113/6731d89b/
attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Jan 14 11:08:16 2014
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 14 Jan 2014 11:08:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email
In-Reply-To: <1389484685.74974.YahooMailNeo@web184703.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
References: <016a01cf0f23$777a00b0$666e0210$@net>
<1389484685.74974.YahooMailNeo@web184703.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <011101cf1142$d66aa220$833fe660$@irclibrary.org>
Thank you to those who replied to me privately and through Genealib.
FSGS does not charge a higher price for institutions. I am getting a sense

that most of you agree this is fine to do and each library deals with it
according to their own requests and needs. I heard that one library has a
dedicated computer for searchable documents such as periodicals.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Paul Keroack
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 6:58 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email
If that is the case, I hope they are not charging a higher price for library
subscriptions than for private members (as many societies do).?
Private members may choose to read from their link only and not print, but
libraries would be doing their patrons a disservice if they did not have a
print copy available.
I can see the point of view from the other side as well. I am also an active
member in a genealogical society which has just decided to offer an online
option. We discussed whether we should encourage this by offering a discount
to members who decline the print option, because we save on print and
mailing costs - or to charge more for the print option. Perhaps it will take
some experimentation to keep it fair and "revenue neutral."?
Paul Keroack, archive manager
Norwalk History Room,
Norwalk Public Library, Norwalk CT?
________________________________
From: Pam Cooper <cygne1 at comcast.net>
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 6:18 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Serial Subscriptions in PDF sent via email

The Florida State Genealogical Society is considering to not print a hard
copy of their quarterly. A PDF link will be sent to all members and
libraries. What is your opinion about receiving a publication this way?

Our library had no choice when North Carolina, and a four other societies
stopped printing and just sent us a link. I print them out, but it is
expensive. On the other hand, fewer patrons are using our printers. Most are
putting their prints on flash drives. So, we are saving on one hand and
spending on the other.
I would appreciate your opinion about this.
Pam
Pamela J Cooper
President, Florida State Genealogical Society, Inc.
ResearchProjects by Pam
Genealogical Speakers Bureau
Association of Professional Genealogists
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib?????
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org Tue Jan 14 13:07:32 2014
From: Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org (Bessler, Lori B - WHS)
Date: Tue, 14 Jan 2014 12:07:32 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Another Season of Genealogy Webinars for Librarians
Message-ID:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE65407@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
Hi all,
Last September, the Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives hosted a very
successful 4 part series of webinars on websites that are used by genealogists
around the world. This series is directed to librarians around the world. The
current series contains 4 free webinars. The first 3 will provide guidance on 3
key websites and a final webinar directs librarians to a variety of key sites that
are used daily at the Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives Reference Desk,
one of the top 5 genealogical libraries in North America.
Go to these links below to register. After the series is completed, I will post
links on this list to the recordings, for a limited time.
Ancestry.com for Librarians (January 27)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3601323149200133121
FamilySearch.org for Librarians (February 3)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3634306299010183169
Fold3.com for Librarians (February 10)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8616140707905131265
Genealogical Websites for Librarians (February 17)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/118148377731421697
Email me if you have any questions.
Best wishes,
Lori

Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140114/422184ad/
attachment.html>
From cjack at unb.ca Tue Jan 14 19:11:58 2014
From: cjack at unb.ca (Christine Jack)
Date: Wed, 15 Jan 2014 00:11:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Another Season of Genealogy Webinars for Librarians
In-Reply-To:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE65407@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
References:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE65407@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
Message-ID: <24A5ADA816797147A1D0790E07F9EE804DD30597@tulip.ad.unb.ca>

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Bessler, Lori B - WHS [Lori.Bessler at
wisconsinhistory.org]
Sent: January 14, 2014 2:07 PM
To: wispublib at lists.dpi.wi.gov; genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Another Season of Genealogy Webinars for Librarians
Hi all,
Last September, the Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives hosted a very
successful 4 part series of webinars on websites that are used by genealogists
around the world. This series is directed to librarians around the world. The
current series contains 4 free webinars. The first 3 will provide guidance on 3
key websites and a final webinar directs librarians to a variety of key sites that
are used daily at the Wisconsin Historical Society Library Archives Reference Desk,
one of the top 5 genealogical libraries in North America.
Go to these links below to register. After the series is completed, I will post
links on this list to the recordings, for a limited time.
Ancestry.com for Librarians (January 27)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3601323149200133121
FamilySearch.org for Librarians (February 3)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3634306299010183169
Fold3.com for Librarians (February 10)
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8616140707905131265
Genealogical Websites for Librarians (February 17)

Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/118148377731421697
Email me if you have any questions.
Best wishes,
Lori
Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140115/6cb59658/
attachment.html>
From sarah at vandeventer.net Wed Jan 15 15:26:13 2014
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Wed, 15 Jan 2014 12:26:13 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Online Class Beginning Soon
Message-ID: <1389817573.11785.YahooMailNeo@web181401.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
The class will only run if at least 5 people enroll. If it does not run, your
registration will be refunded. Feel free to contact me with any questions.
Introduction to
Genealogical Librarianship
Instructor: Sarah A.V. Kirby
Dates: February 3-28
Credits: 1.5 CEUs
Price: $175
???
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/056-genealogical.php
Many short courses in genealogical librarianship actually focus on genealogy
and only discuss library concerns briefly. This course seeks to reverse that.
While a brief introduction to genealogy will be given, the majority of the
course will focus on collection development, reference interviews, programming,
and support for genealogical researchers. By the end of the course you will
understand how genealogy reference interviews differ from normal reference
interviews. You will also be familiar with the core print and online references
needed to support most basic genealogical questions. Finally, you will have
been introduced to some of the resources that can help you develop programming
or be used in other ways to support your genealogical reference
activities.
Sarah A.V. Kirby is a librarian, professional genealogist, teacher, and rocket
scientist (aerospace engineer). As a genealogist her specialization is in New

England, New York, and the Midwest. Sarah holds a Professional Learning
Certificate in Genealogical Studies, concentrating in Genealogical
Librarianship, from the National Institute for Genealogical Studies. She serves
as the lead volunteer librarian for the Lake County (IL) Genealogical Society.
She has been a corporate librarian for over a decade, and operates a library
services consulting firm, Appletree Knowledge Services. In her first career,
she worked at NASA?s Mission Control and worked in the Space Shuttle, Astronaut
on Mir, and Space Station programs.
Course structure
This is an online class that is taught asynchronously, meaning that
participants do the work on their own time as their schedules allow. The class
does not meet together at any particular times, although the instructor may set
up optional sychronous chat sessions. Instruction includes readings and
assignments in one-week segments. Class participation is in an online forum
environment.
Payment info
You can register in this course through the first week of instruction. The
"Register" button on the website goes to our credit card payment
gateway, which may be used with personal or institutional credit cards. (Be
sure to use the appropriate billing address). If your institution wants to pay
using a purchase order, please contact us to make arrangements.
Library Juice Academy
P.O. Box 188784
Sacramento, CA 95818
Tel. 218-260-6115
Fax 916-415-5446
inquiries at libraryjuiceacademy.com
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/
Testimonials:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/testimonials.php
Check out our jingle:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/news/?p=139
?
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140115/
cb935d2f/attachment.html>
From sarah at vandeventer.net Wed Jan 15 15:26:13 2014
From: sarah at vandeventer.net (Sarah A. V. Kirby)
Date: Wed, 15 Jan 2014 12:26:13 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Online Class Beginning Soon
Message-ID: <1389817573.11785.YahooMailNeo@web181401.mail.ne1.yahoo.com>
The class will only run if at least 5 people enroll. If it does not run, your
registration will be refunded. Feel free to contact me with any questions.

Introduction to
Genealogical Librarianship
Instructor: Sarah A.V. Kirby
Dates: February 3-28
Credits: 1.5 CEUs
Price: $175
???
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/056-genealogical.php
Many short courses in genealogical librarianship actually focus on genealogy
and only discuss library concerns briefly. This course seeks to reverse that.
While a brief introduction to genealogy will be given, the majority of the
course will focus on collection development, reference interviews, programming,
and support for genealogical researchers. By the end of the course you will
understand how genealogy reference interviews differ from normal reference
interviews. You will also be familiar with the core print and online references
needed to support most basic genealogical questions. Finally, you will have
been introduced to some of the resources that can help you develop programming
or be used in other ways to support your genealogical reference
activities.
Sarah A.V. Kirby is a librarian, professional genealogist, teacher, and rocket
scientist (aerospace engineer). As a genealogist her specialization is in New
England, New York, and the Midwest. Sarah holds a Professional Learning
Certificate in Genealogical Studies, concentrating in Genealogical
Librarianship, from the National Institute for Genealogical Studies. She serves
as the lead volunteer librarian for the Lake County (IL) Genealogical Society.
She has been a corporate librarian for over a decade, and operates a library
services consulting firm, Appletree Knowledge Services. In her first career,
she worked at NASA?s Mission Control and worked in the Space Shuttle, Astronaut
on Mir, and Space Station programs.
Course structure
This is an online class that is taught asynchronously, meaning that
participants do the work on their own time as their schedules allow. The class
does not meet together at any particular times, although the instructor may set
up optional sychronous chat sessions. Instruction includes readings and
assignments in one-week segments. Class participation is in an online forum
environment.
Payment info
You can register in this course through the first week of instruction. The
"Register" button on the website goes to our credit card payment
gateway, which may be used with personal or institutional credit cards. (Be
sure to use the appropriate billing address). If your institution wants to pay
using a purchase order, please contact us to make arrangements.
Library Juice Academy
P.O. Box 188784
Sacramento, CA 95818
Tel. 218-260-6115
Fax 916-415-5446
inquiries at libraryjuiceacademy.com

http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/
Testimonials:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/testimonials.php
Check out our jingle:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/news/?p=139
?
-------------------Sarah A. V. Kirby
sarah at vandeventer.net (primary)
kirby-s at sbcglobal.net (alternate)
LinkedIn - http://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahavkirby
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From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Thu Jan 16 14:03:30 2014
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 19:03:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
Message-ID: <12B2943CEC75E84D9BFF913B4AE997C4740CF714@COSSRV40.staunton.net>
I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA 8th regiment
who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his background, where he
enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service records, but are trying for
information earlier than that. Any help would be much appreciated.
Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
1 Churchville Ave.
Staunton, VA 24401
540.332.3902
www.stauntonlibrary.org<http://www.staunton.va.us/default.asp?pageid=48BD7E6B-787C49EE-A7C1-8DD714653A32>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/8fe19988/
attachment.html>
From Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Jan 16 14:25:43 2014
From: Nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 13:25:43 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
In-Reply-To: <12B2943CEC75E84D9BFF913B4AE997C4740CF714@COSSRV40.staunton.net>
References: <12B2943CEC75E84D9BFF913B4AE997C4740CF714@COSSRV40.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <52D7DE11.4B3F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Melissa, one thing you can do is check for a pension application by his widow if he
was married or by his parents if he was single. You might also try searching for
clues in WorldConnect database on Rootsweb.
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>> "Melissa K. Davidson" <DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us> 1/16/2014 1:03 PM >>>
I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA 8th regiment
who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his background, where he
enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service records, but are trying for
information earlier than that. Any help would be much appreciated.
Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
1 Churchville Ave.
Staunton, VA 24401
540.332.3902
www.stauntonlibrary.org<http://www.staunton.va.us/default.asp?pageid=48BD7E6B-787C49EE-A7C1-8DD714653A32>

From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Jan 16 15:30:58 2014
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 15:30:58 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
Message-ID: <1315744270A88E4385A133A9BB44D0705A1999@exchange4.pwc.ad>
"A majority of the original officers and privates [of the 8th Virginia
Regiment of Foot] came from the German areas of the
Virginia-Pennsylvania frontier, a fact which inspired the local
designation 'the German Regiment.'"
[Each company line also gives the name of its captain and date of
formation.]
1st Company: Raised in Augusta.
2d Company: Raised in Dunmore (now Shenandoah).
3d Company: Raised in Culpeper.
4th Company: Raised in Berkeley (now in West Virginia).
5th Company: Raised in Fincastle and Dunmore.

Riflemen.

6th Company: Raised in Hampshire (now in West Virginia)
7th Company: Raised in Augusta.
8th Company: Raised in Frederick.
9th Company: Raised in Fincastle.
10th Company:

Raised in West Augusta, around Fort Pitt.

[E. M. Sanchez-Saavedra, A Guide to Virginia Military Organizations in
the American Revolution, 1774-1787 (Va. State Library, 1978), 55]

If you know the number of his company or the name of his company
commander (part of his service record), then you should have a county in
which to begin a search.

Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Melissa K.
Davidson
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 2:04 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question

I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA 8th
regiment who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his
background, where he enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service
records, but are trying for information earlier than that. Any help
would be much appreciated.

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
1 Churchville Ave.
Staunton, VA 24401

540.332.3902
www.stauntonlibrary.org
<http://www.staunton.va.us/default.asp?pageid=48BD7E6B-787C-49EE-A7C1-8D
D714653A32>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/599de2d3/
attachment-0001.html>
From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Thu Jan 16 15:58:32 2014
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL at aol.com)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 15:58:32 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War record
Message-ID: <a694c.4e916a3.4009a1f8@aol.com>
Have you asked the St. Louis National Archives if they have a record of
this man?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/365ab5bf/
attachment.html>
From marilyn at cavtel.net Thu Jan 16 16:54:02 2014
From: marilyn at cavtel.net (Marilyn J. Jackson)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 16:54:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
In-Reply-To: <12B2943CEC75E84D9BFF913B4AE997C4740CF714@COSSRV40.staunton.net>
References: <12B2943CEC75E84D9BFF913B4AE997C4740CF714@COSSRV40.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <52D854FA.90809@cavtel.net>
On 1/16/2014 2:03 PM, Melissa K. Davidson wrote:
>
> I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA
> 8^th regiment who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his
> background, where he enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service
> records, but are trying for information earlier than that. Any help
> would be much appreciated.
>
> Melissa Davidson
>
> Adult Services Librarian
>
> Staunton Public Library
>
> 1 Churchville Ave.
>
> Staunton, VA 24401
>
> 540.332.3902
>
> www.stauntonlibrary.org
> <http://www.staunton.va.us/default.asp?pageid=48BD7E6B-787C-49EE-A7C18DD714653A32>

>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Melissa,
This comes with the usual caveat about secondary information, but you
and/or your patron might try looking on the DAR site to see if he is an
established ancestor. That record might have place of birth and will
have a residence in the Revolution.
You might try to figure out which
company he is in using the book Don suggested. Then see if you can find
other members of the company and look at them also. If the location
doesn't make any sense- sometimes men would go to serve with or for a
relative.
One other possibility is White's book of pension abstracts - he may have
done an affidavit for another man.
The final possibility is there is/was a lineage society just for
soldiers who served at Valley Forge. They may have records of him.
Marilyn Jackson
Librarian FCPL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/0114f668/
attachment.html>
From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Thu Jan 16 17:48:20 2014
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL at aol.com)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 17:48:20 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
Message-ID: <ab6ce.6b17cdd6.4009bbb4@aol.com>
National Archives, St. Louis does not have Rev War records.
These records would be in Wash., D.C.
National Archives and Records Administration
Old Military and Civil Records (NWCTB)
700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC
20408-0001
Telephone Contact(s):
General Information:
email: archives1reference at nara.gov

<NOBR>(202) 50

In a message dated 01/16/2014 3:54:15 P.M. Central Standard Time,
marilyn at cavtel.net writes:
On

1/16/2014 2:03 PM, Melissa K. Davidson wrote:

I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA 8th
regiment who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his background,
where he enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service records, but are

trying for information earlier than that. Any help would be much appreciated.
Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
1 Churchville Ave.
Staunton, VA 24401
540.332.3902
_www.stauntonlibrary.org_
(http://www.staunton.va.us/default.asp?pageid=48BD7E6B-787C-49EE-A7C1-8DD714653A32)

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
_genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu_ (mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Melissa,
This comes with the usual caveat about secondary information, but you
and/or your patron might try looking on the DAR site to see if he is an
established ancestor. That record might have place of birth and will have a
residence in the Revolution.
You might try to figure out which company he is
in using the book Don suggested. Then see if you can find other members of
the company and look at them also. If the location doesn't make any
sense- sometimes men would go to serve with or for a relative.
One other possibility is White's book of pension
done an affidavit for another man.

abstracts - he may have

The final possibility is there is/was a lineage society just for soldiers
who served at Valley Forge. They may have records of him.
Marilyn Jackson
Librarian FCPL

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/55e447f6/
attachment.html>
From genealogy at hobbits8.com Thu Jan 16 17:54:36 2014
From: genealogy at hobbits8.com (Patricia Hobbs)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 15:54:36 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
In-Reply-To: <52D854FA.90809@cavtel.net>
References: <12B2943CEC75E84D9BFF913B4AE997C4740CF714@COSSRV40.staunton.net>
<52D854FA.90809@cavtel.net>
Message-ID: <68224CFC-8358-40A3-84B8-A8A0C71CD345@hobbits8.com>

I was going to say something similar, but then you can go to the pension files on
Fold3 and read the affidavits about service, etc. I read many files from people who
had fought in North Carolina, and it was fascinating.
Patti
On Jan 16, 2014, at 2:54 PM, Marilyn J. Jackson <marilyn at cavtel.net> wrote:
> On 1/16/2014 2:03 PM, Melissa K. Davidson wrote:
>>
>> I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA 8th regiment
who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his background, where he
enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service records, but are trying for
information earlier than that. Any help would be much appreciated.
>>
>> Melissa Davidson
>> Adult Services Librarian
>> Staunton Public Library
>> 1 Churchville Ave.
>> Staunton, VA 24401
>> 540.332.3902
>> www.stauntonlibrary.org
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> Melissa,
>
> This comes with the usual caveat about secondary information, but you and/or your
patron might try looking on the DAR site to see if he is an established ancestor.
That record might have place of birth and will have a residence in the Revolution.
You might try to figure out which company he is in using the book Don suggested.
Then see if you can find other members of the company and look at them also. If
the location doesn't make any sense- sometimes men would go to serve with or for a
relative.
>
> One other possibility is White's book of pension abstracts - he may have done an
affidavit for another man.
>
> The final possibility is there is/was a lineage society just for soldiers who
served at Valley Forge. They may have records of him.
>
> Marilyn Jackson
> Librarian FCPL
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/86126f8c/
attachment.html>

From genealogy at hobbits8.com Thu Jan 16 23:58:17 2014
From: genealogy at hobbits8.com (Patricia Hobbs)
Date: Thu, 16 Jan 2014 21:58:17 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Rev War question
In-Reply-To: <ab6ce.6b17cdd6.4009bbb4@aol.com>
References: <ab6ce.6b17cdd6.4009bbb4@aol.com>
Message-ID: <22BE6613-3865-43B7-9BB0-021772453C26@hobbits8.com>
And on top of that, I think they?ve all been microfilmed and are digitized on
Fold3.
Patti
On Jan 16, 2014, at 3:48 PM, SUBVETPAUL at aol.com wrote:
> National Archives, St. Louis does not have Rev War records.
> These records would be in Wash., D.C.
> National Archives and Records Administration
> Old Military and Civil Records (NWCTB)
> 700 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
> Washington, DC 20408-0001
>
> Telephone Contact(s):
>
> General Information:
(202) 501-5400
>
> email: archives1reference at nara.gov
>
> In a message dated 01/16/2014 3:54:15 P.M. Central Standard Time, marilyn at
cavtel.net writes:
> On 1/16/2014 2:03 PM, Melissa K. Davidson wrote:
>>
>> I am looking for a patron for information about a private in the VA 8th regiment
who died at Valley Forge. How can we find out about his background, where he
enlisted, lived etc.? I can find his service records, but are trying for
information earlier than that. Any help would be much appreciated.
>>
>> Melissa Davidson
>> Adult Services Librarian
>> Staunton Public Library
>> 1 Churchville Ave.
>> Staunton, VA 24401
>> 540.332.3902
>> www.stauntonlibrary.org
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> Melissa,
>
> This comes with the usual caveat about secondary information, but you and/or your
patron might try looking on the DAR site to see if he is an established ancestor.
That record might have place of birth and will have a residence in the Revolution.
You might try to figure out which company he is in using the book Don suggested.
Then see if you can find other members of the company and look at them also. If
the location doesn't make any sense- sometimes men would go to serve with or for a

relative.
>
> One other possibility is White's book of pension abstracts - he may have done an
affidavit for another man.
>
> The final possibility is there is/was a lineage society just for soldiers who
served at Valley Forge. They may have records of him.
>
> Marilyn Jackson
> Librarian FCPL
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140116/
d9edea5e/attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Fri Jan 17 13:28:09 2014
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri, 17 Jan 2014 13:28:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Florida Librarian Scholarship
Message-ID: <006a01cf13b1$e028e7b0$a07ab710$@irclibrary.org>
The Florida State Genealogical Society <http://www.flsgs.org/>
(httpwww.flsgs.org <http://www.flsgs.org/> ) has $500 for a Florida
librarian. We have extended the deadline to February 1 because FSGS would
love to give this to a deserving librarian. It can be used at our 37
<http://www.flsgs.org/aem.php?eid=3> th Annual FSGS Conference which is
March 28-30. Or, it can be used for a combination of seminars and
conferences.

Attached is the application or you can go to our Awards and Scholarship
<http://www.flsgs.org/cpage.php?pt=12> page. Suggestions for what it can be
used for are also on that page. Questions? Ask our Awards Chair, Kearby
Parker awards at flsgs.org

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library

1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140117/3fa1b3b4/
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: librarian-app FSGS.pdf
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Size: 46045 bytes
Desc: not available
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From mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info Mon Jan 20 15:38:42 2014
From: mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info (Mark Mullinax)
Date: Mon, 20 Jan 2014 15:38:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free books for postage
Message-ID: <CAAu-YbG9ATnEFKhORXijWZD5nUAq99rB+gh4ALv1QfDSfuQ57A@mail.gmail.com>
These books are duplicates which we would like to give away for the cost of
the postage. Please contact me off list with the ones in which you are
interested and your mailing address.
1. The Source: A guidebook of American genealogy, edited by Loretto Dennis
Szucs (Revised edition, 1996)
2. Genealogist?s Address Book, by Elizabeth Petty Bentley (4th edition,
1998)
3. Handybook for genealogists (Everton Publishers, 10th edition, 2002)
4. Ancestry?s red book, American State, County & Town sources, edited by
Alice Eichholz (Revised edition, 1991)
5. Genealogist?s companion and sourcebook, by Emily Anne Croom
(2ndedition, 2003)
6. Your guide to the Federal Census for genealogists, researchers, and

family historians, by Kathleen W. Hinckley (2002)
7. Printed sources: A guide to published genealogical records, edited by
Kory L. Meyerink (1998)
8. New dictionary of American family names, by Elsdon C. Smith, (1973)
?well used, binding repaired
9. Scottish clan and family encyclopedia, by George Way of Plean and
Romilly Squire (1998)
10. The Surnames of Wales, by John and Sheila Rowlands, (1996)
11. In search of your British & Irish roots, by Angus Baxter, (4th edition,
1999)
12. Ancestral trails: The complete guide to British genealogy and family
history, by Mark Herber, (2nd edition, 2004)
13. Finding a place called home: A guide to African-American genealogy &
historical identity, by Dee Parmer Woodtor, (1999)
14. African Americans in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan
series), by Lewis Walker, (2001)
15. Slave genealogy: A research guide with case studies, by David H.
Streets, (1986)
16. Dividing the land: Early American beginnings of our private property
mosaic, by Edward T. Price, (1995)
17. House histories: A guide to tracing the genealogy of a home by Sally
Light, (7th printing, 1997)
18. German-American names by George F. Jones, (2nd edition, 1995)
19. In search of your German roots, by Angus Baxter, (updated 4th edition,
2008)
20. Researching in Germany: A handbook for your visit to the homeland of
your ancestors, by Roger P. Minert (2001)
21. Carmack?s guide to copyright & contracts: A primer for genealogists,
writers & researchers, by Sharon DeBartolo Carmack, (2005)
22. Long-distance genealogy: Researching your family history from home, by
Christine Crawford-Oppenheimer, (2000)
23. Ellis Island interviews: In their own words, by Peter Morton Coan,
(1997)
24. Ethnic groups in Michigan (volume II of The peoples of Michigan) by
James M. Anderson, (1983)
25. History of the Finns in Michigan, by Armas K.E. Holmio, (2001)
26. Jews in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan series), by
Judith Levin Cantor, (2001)

27. A guide to Jewish genealogical research in Israel, by Sallyann Ardur
Sack, (revised edition, 1995)
28. French Canadians in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan
series), by John P. DuLong, (2001)
29. Finding Italian roots, by John Philip Colletta, (1993)
30. Finding your Mexican ancestors, by George & Peggy Ryskamp, (2007)
31. Michigan?s shadow towns: A study of vanishing and vibrant villages, by
Gene Scott, (2005)
-Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
810-229-6571, ext 217
mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140120/
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Tue Jan 21 10:03:40 2014
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Tue, 21 Jan 2014 10:03:40 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free books for postage
In-Reply-To: <CAAu-YbG9ATnEFKhORXijWZD5nUAq99rB+gh4ALv1QfDSfuQ57A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAu-YbG9ATnEFKhORXijWZD5nUAq99rB+gh4ALv1QfDSfuQ57A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4772F25D20F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Just want to mention that the Dee Parmer Woodtor book, Finding a Place Called Home:
A Guide to African American Genealogy is a valuable resource, not only for AfricanAmericans, but for anyone who faces trying to trace family history with few
records, changed names, relocations, etc. The information on collecting and
interpreting oral history is very good.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mark Mullinax
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 3:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Free books for postage
These books are duplicates which we would like to give away for the cost of the
postage. Please contact me off list with the ones in which you are interested and
your mailing address.

1. The Source: A guidebook of American genealogy, edited by Loretto Dennis Szucs
(Revised edition, 1996)
2. Genealogist's Address Book, by Elizabeth Petty Bentley (4th edition, 1998)
3. Handybook for genealogists (Everton Publishers, 10th edition, 2002)
4. Ancestry's red book, American State, County & Town sources, edited by Alice
Eichholz (Revised edition, 1991)
5. Genealogist's companion and sourcebook, by Emily Anne Croom (2nd edition, 2003)
6. Your guide to the Federal Census for genealogists, researchers, and family
historians, by Kathleen W. Hinckley (2002)
7. Printed sources: A guide to published genealogical records, edited by Kory L.
Meyerink (1998)
8. New dictionary of American family names, by Elsdon C. Smith, (1973) -well used,
binding repaired
9. Scottish clan and family encyclopedia, by George Way of Plean and Romilly Squire
(1998)
10. The Surnames of Wales, by John and Sheila Rowlands, (1996)
11. In search of your British & Irish roots, by Angus Baxter, (4th edition, 1999)
12. Ancestral trails: The complete guide to British genealogy and family history,
by Mark Herber, (2nd edition, 2004)
13. Finding a place called home: A guide to African-American genealogy & historical
identity, by Dee Parmer Woodtor, (1999)
14. African Americans in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan
series), by Lewis Walker, (2001)
15. Slave genealogy: A research guide with case studies, by David H. Streets,
(1986)
16. Dividing the land: Early American beginnings of our private property mosaic, by
Edward T. Price, (1995)
17. House histories: A guide to tracing the genealogy of a home by Sally Light,
(7th printing, 1997)
18. German-American names by George F. Jones, (2nd edition, 1995)
19. In search of your German roots, by Angus Baxter, (updated 4th edition, 2008)
20. Researching in Germany: A handbook for your visit to the homeland of your
ancestors, by Roger P. Minert (2001)
21. Carmack's guide to copyright & contracts: A primer for genealogists, writers &
researchers, by Sharon DeBartolo Carmack, (2005)
22. Long-distance genealogy: Researching your family history from home, by
Christine Crawford-Oppenheimer, (2000)
23. Ellis Island interviews: In their own words, by Peter Morton Coan, (1997)
24. Ethnic groups in Michigan (volume II of The peoples of Michigan) by James M.
Anderson, (1983)
25. History of the Finns in Michigan, by Armas K.E. Holmio, (2001)
26. Jews in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan series), by Judith
Levin Cantor, (2001)
27. A guide to Jewish genealogical research in Israel, by Sallyann Ardur Sack,
(revised edition, 1995)
28. French Canadians in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan series),
by John P. DuLong, (2001)
29. Finding Italian roots, by John Philip Colletta, (1993)
30. Finding your Mexican ancestors, by George & Peggy Ryskamp, (2007)
31. Michigan's shadow towns: A study of vanishing and vibrant villages, by Gene
Scott, (2005)
-Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
810-229-6571, ext 217

mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info<mailto:mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From comanchepl at verizon.net Tue Jan 21 12:00:37 2014
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Tue, 21 Jan 2014 11:00:37 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Free books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4772F25D20F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
References: <CAAu-YbG9ATnEFKhORXijWZD5nUAq99rB+gh4ALv1QfDSfuQ57A@mail.gmail.com>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4772F25D20F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <52DEA7B5.1000707@verizon.net>
Susan,
Thanks for your tip. You always share good things. I thought this was
a good list and printed it out to look through later.
We have a good many of these and other research aids.
What we need is "How to Get Researchers to Study Up".

LOL

Margaret Waring
still hanging around at Comanche, Texas
On 1/21/2014 9:03 AM, Scouras, Susan C wrote:
>
> Just want to mention that the Dee Parmer Woodtor book, /Finding a
> Place Called Home: A Guide to African American Genealogy/ is a
> valuable resource, not only for African-Americans, but for anyone who
> faces trying to trace family history with few records, changed names,
> relocations, etc. The information on collecting and interpreting oral
> history is very good.
>
> Susan Scouras
>
> Librarian
>
> WV Archives and History Library
>
> The Culture Center
>
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
>
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
>
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov <mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
>
> *From:*genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Mark
> Mullinax
> *Sent:* Monday, January 20, 2014 3:39 PM
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*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Free books for postage
These books are duplicates which we would like to give away for the
cost of the postage. Please contact me off list with the ones in
which you are interested and your mailing address.
1. The Source: A guidebook of American genealogy, edited by Loretto
Dennis Szucs (Revised edition, 1996)
2. Genealogist's Address Book, by Elizabeth Petty Bentley (4^th
edition, 1998)
3. Handybook for genealogists (Everton Publishers, 10^th edition, 2002)
4. Ancestry's red book, American State, County & Town sources, edited
by Alice Eichholz (Revised edition, 1991)
5. Genealogist's companion and sourcebook, by Emily Anne Croom (2^nd
edition, 2003)
6. Your guide to the Federal Census for genealogists, researchers, and
family historians, by Kathleen W. Hinckley (2002)
7. Printed sources: A guide to published genealogical records, edited
by Kory L. Meyerink (1998)
8. New dictionary of American family names, by Elsdon C. Smith, (1973)
--well used, binding repaired
9. Scottish clan and family encyclopedia, by George Way of Plean and
Romilly Squire (1998)
10. The Surnames of Wales, by John and Sheila Rowlands, (1996)
11. In search of your British & Irish roots, by Angus Baxter, (4^th
edition, 1999)
12. Ancestral trails: The complete guide to British genealogy and
family history, by Mark Herber, (2^nd edition, 2004)
13. Finding a place called home: A guide to African-American genealogy
& historical identity, by Dee Parmer Woodtor, (1999)
14. African Americans in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of
Michigan series), by Lewis Walker, (2001)
15. Slave genealogy: A research guide with case studies, by David H.
Streets, (1986)
16. Dividing the land: Early American beginnings of our private
property mosaic, by Edward T. Price, (1995)
17. House histories: A guide to tracing the genealogy of a home by
Sally Light, (7^th printing, 1997)
18. German-American names by George F. Jones, (2^nd edition, 1995)
19. In search of your German roots, by Angus Baxter, (updated 4^th
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edition, 2008)
20. Researching in Germany: A handbook for your visit to the homeland
of your ancestors, by Roger P. Minert (2001)
21. Carmack's guide to copyright & contracts: A primer for
genealogists, writers & researchers, by Sharon DeBartolo Carmack, (2005)
22. Long-distance genealogy: Researching your family history from
home, by Christine Crawford-Oppenheimer, (2000)
23. Ellis Island interviews: In their own words, by Peter Morton Coan,
(1997)
24. Ethnic groups in Michigan (volume II of The peoples of Michigan)
by James M. Anderson, (1983)
25. History of the Finns in Michigan, by Armas K.E. Holmio, (2001)
26. Jews in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan
series), by Judith Levin Cantor, (2001)
27. A guide to Jewish genealogical research in Israel, by Sallyann
Ardur Sack, (revised edition, 1995)
28. French Canadians in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of
Michigan series), by John P. DuLong, (2001)
29. Finding Italian roots, by John Philip Colletta, (1993)
30. Finding your Mexican ancestors, by George & Peggy Ryskamp, (2007)
31. Michigan's shadow towns: A study of vanishing and vibrant
villages, by Gene Scott, (2005)
-Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
810-229-6571, ext 217
mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info <mailto:mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info>
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov

Tue Jan 21 12:16:54 2014

From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Tue, 21 Jan 2014 12:16:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free books for postage
In-Reply-To: <52DEA7B5.1000707@verizon.net>
References: <CAAu-YbG9ATnEFKhORXijWZD5nUAq99rB+gh4ALv1QfDSfuQ57A@mail.gmail.com>
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4772F25D20F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
<52DEA7B5.1000707@verizon.net>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE4772F25D216@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Thanks for the compliment. I like books like the Woodtor "how-to" because sometimes
I can get a "newbie" who has no clue where to start (or wants to start with more
advanced research resources) to sit down and read a chapter or hint list by saying
"Why don't' you take a look at this for a few minutes while I have to assist
someone else, then you can decide what records you would like to look at."
I also smilingly advise people to "do some homework" by reading some of the
research advice posted on our Web page and in our newsletters, or in the handouts I
give them, particularly about what records are available and where to find them. I
help them get started while they are in the library, but tell them they will be
able to make better use of their time and will find research less frustrating if
they "study up" as you said. It probably works less than half the time, but every
little bit helps!
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Comanche Public Library
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:01 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists; Margaret T. Waring
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Free books for postage
Susan,
Thanks for your tip. You always share good things.
and printed it out to look through later.

I thought this was a good list

We have a good many of these and other research aids.
What we need is "How to Get Researchers to Study Up".

LOL

Margaret Waring
still hanging around at Comanche, Texas
On 1/21/2014 9:03 AM, Scouras, Susan C wrote:
Just want to mention that the Dee Parmer Woodtor book, Finding a Place Called Home:
A Guide to African American Genealogy is a valuable resource, not only for AfricanAmericans, but for anyone who faces trying to trace family history with few
records, changed names, relocations, etc. The information on collecting and
interpreting oral history is very good.
Susan Scouras

Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Mark Mullinax
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 3:39 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Free books for postage
These books are duplicates which we would like to give away for the cost of the
postage. Please contact me off list with the ones in which you are interested and
your mailing address.
1. The Source: A guidebook of American genealogy, edited by Loretto Dennis Szucs
(Revised edition, 1996)
2. Genealogist's Address Book, by Elizabeth Petty Bentley (4th edition, 1998)
3. Handybook for genealogists (Everton Publishers, 10th edition, 2002)
4. Ancestry's red book, American State, County & Town sources, edited by Alice
Eichholz (Revised edition, 1991)
5. Genealogist's companion and sourcebook, by Emily Anne Croom (2nd edition, 2003)
6. Your guide to the Federal Census for genealogists, researchers, and family
historians, by Kathleen W. Hinckley (2002)
7. Printed sources: A guide to published genealogical records, edited by Kory L.
Meyerink (1998)
8. New dictionary of American family names, by Elsdon C. Smith, (1973) -well used,
binding repaired
9. Scottish clan and family encyclopedia, by George Way of Plean and Romilly Squire
(1998)
10. The Surnames of Wales, by John and Sheila Rowlands, (1996)
11. In search of your British & Irish roots, by Angus Baxter, (4th edition, 1999)
12. Ancestral trails: The complete guide to British genealogy and family history,
by Mark Herber, (2nd edition, 2004)
13. Finding a place called home: A guide to African-American genealogy & historical
identity, by Dee Parmer Woodtor, (1999)
14. African Americans in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan
series), by Lewis Walker, (2001)
15. Slave genealogy: A research guide with case studies, by David H. Streets,
(1986)
16. Dividing the land: Early American beginnings of our private property mosaic, by
Edward T. Price, (1995)
17. House histories: A guide to tracing the genealogy of a home by Sally Light,
(7th printing, 1997)
18. German-American names by George F. Jones, (2nd edition, 1995)
19. In search of your German roots, by Angus Baxter, (updated 4th edition, 2008)
20. Researching in Germany: A handbook for your visit to the homeland of your
ancestors, by Roger P. Minert (2001)
21. Carmack's guide to copyright & contracts: A primer for genealogists, writers &
researchers, by Sharon DeBartolo Carmack, (2005)
22. Long-distance genealogy: Researching your family history from home, by
Christine Crawford-Oppenheimer, (2000)
23. Ellis Island interviews: In their own words, by Peter Morton Coan, (1997)
24. Ethnic groups in Michigan (volume II of The peoples of Michigan) by James M.
Anderson, (1983)
25. History of the Finns in Michigan, by Armas K.E. Holmio, (2001)

26. Jews in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan series), by Judith
Levin Cantor, (2001)
27. A guide to Jewish genealogical research in Israel, by Sallyann Ardur Sack,
(revised edition, 1995)
28. French Canadians in Michigan (from Discovering the peoples of Michigan series),
by John P. DuLong, (2001)
29. Finding Italian roots, by John Philip Colletta, (1993)
30. Finding your Mexican ancestors, by George & Peggy Ryskamp, (2007)
31. Michigan's shadow towns: A study of vanishing and vibrant villages, by Gene
Scott, (2005)
-Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
810-229-6571, ext 217
mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info<mailto:mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info>
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From Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org Tue Jan 21 16:09:09 2014
From: Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org (Bessler, Lori B - WHS)
Date: Tue, 21 Jan 2014 15:09:09 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy webinars for Librarians by WHS
Message-ID:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE65449@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
Hi all,
Lots of people signing up for the series! The first is next Monday, 1:00 to 2:00
pm central time. There is a limit of 100 and we still have 18 spots available. Go
into this link to register.
Registration URL: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3601323149200133121
If you are not able to attend the webinar, do not register but watch for the link
to the recording. I will release the recordings after the last webinar, Feb. 17th.
These will be available to view for 1 month.
Best wishes,
Lori

Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20140121/76f01dbe/
attachment.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Tue Jan 21 16:27:50 2014
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Comanche Public Library)
Date: Tue, 21 Jan 2014 15:27:50 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy webinars for Librarians by WHS
In-Reply-To:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE65449@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
References:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE65449@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
Message-ID: <52DEE656.6080804@verizon.net>
Thanks for the invitation and the good tip.
I know this would help me and I might be able to watch the recording
during "closed" hours sometime. It seems a good and generous
opportunity to me.
Margaret T. Waring
Director
Comanche Public Library
311 N. Austin St.
P.O. Box 777
Comanche, Texas 76442
On 1/21/2014 3:09 PM, Bessler, Lori B - WHS wrote:
> Hi all,
> Lots of people signing up for the series! The first is next Monday,
> 1:00 to 2:00 pm central time. There is a limit of 100 and we still
> have 18 spots available. Go into this link to register.
> Registration URL:
> https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3601323149200133121
> If you are not able to attend the webinar, do not register but watch
> for the link to the recording. I will release the recordings after
> the last webinar, Feb. 17th. These will be available to view for 1 month.
> Best wishes,
> Lori
> Lori B. Bessler
> Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
> Wisconsin Historical Society
> Library Archives
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>
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>
>

816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org
<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org <http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>
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From Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org Thu Jan 23 11:40:30 2014
From: Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org (Bessler, Lori B - WHS)
Date: Thu, 23 Jan 2014 10:40:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry webinar now closed
Message-ID:
<00AA6B5EE1FBC74AB188B9C284246D89FBE6545A@MEWMAD0P1701.accounts.wistate.us>
We have filled the Ancestry.com Webinar for Librarians for Monday afternoon. If
you register now, you will not be able to log into the webinar at the time of the
event. We are recording this, so you will have access to the recording at a later
date once all 4 webinars are finished (after Feb. 17th).
Have a great day and stay warm!
Lori
Lori B. Bessler
Reference Librarian and Outreach Coordinator
Wisconsin Historical Society
Library Archives
816 State Street
Madison WI 53706
608-264-6519
608-264-6520 (fax)
Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org<mailto:Lori.Bessler at wisconsinhistory.org>
www.wisconsinhistory.org<http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From raleighadams at hotmail.com Thu Jan 23 11:51:19 2014
From: raleighadams at hotmail.com (sherry raleigh-adams)
Date: Thu, 23 Jan 2014 10:51:19 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] New County and Statewide Volumes for Missouri
Message-ID: <BAY173-W316D4C4A2CEEB83B1D428FC9A60@phx.gbl>

For those of you who have patrons actively trying to break
down brick walls in genealogical research in the State of Missouri, ten volumes
of comprehensive newspaper and Civil War resources have just become available
through Gone West Publications. The new
volumes are as follows:

Genealogical Abstracts from Pike co, MO Newspapers,
Vol. 5 (1894-1896), by Sherry Raleigh-Adams ? EVERYTHING of genealogical
significance found in the Bowling Green Times for this period has been abstracted
and indexed. The index is an every-name
index and people of color are italicized in it to facilitate research on these
difficult lines. As always, the index to
the volume is available for your perusal on the website, www.gonewestpub.com . 206
pages.

Civil War Records, Missouri State Officers, Union Army,
Vol. 1
Civil War Records, Missouri State Guard and Missouri
Confederate Officers, Vol. 1
Civil War Records, Missouri State Volunteer Officers, Union
Army, Vol. 1
These 3 volumes, compiled by Kenneth Weant, represent the
most comprehensive list of participants in the Civil War in Missouri. Over 18,000
names are arranged by surnames,
rank, units and place of enlistment. Bushwhackers
and guerillas are included as well as Enrolled Missouri Militia, Home Guard, and
Volunteer Units.

Missourians in the Civil War, Articles from Missouri
Newspapers, Vols. 1-6
6 volumes, compiled by Kenneth Weant. Because so many newspaper accounts from the
era of the Civil War bring extraordinary information to light to their readers
without including the surnames or specific identity of the soldiers named,
Kenneth referred to his comprehensive list of Civil War participants (3 volumes
described above) to flesh out these stories and make them useful to today?s
researchers. The result is over 15,000 soldiers
mentioned in Missouri newspapers during the Civil War have been identified and
indexed by name, military service and county identification.

Sherry Raleigh-Adams
Gone West Publications
www.gonewestpub.com
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From mkmannix at gmail.com Thu Jan 23 16:40:23 2014
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Thu, 23 Jan 2014 16:40:23 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Published Index to Frederick County,
Maryland 1873 Titus Atlas
Message-ID: <CAPXojw93=QnuBN29aYthJWqtRKt7w05OKnHikeEvV-NEEK3Y=A@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,
I have a patron who
landownership atlas
the "Titus Atlas".
available on Amazon

recently published a great index to the 1873
for Frederick County, Maryland. Known in my world as
I thought it might interest some of you. It is
at

http://www.amazon.com/Index-Atlas-Frederick-County-Maryland/dp
/1304713482/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1390506563&sr=8-1&keywords=index+1873
Besides the ever popular landowners, he also indexed businesses, churches,
schools, and natural features.
It is a nice work.
Mary Mannix
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
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From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Fri Jan 24 13:58:37 2014
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri, 24 Jan 2014 13:58:37 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Freebies
Message-ID: <52E2B7DD.26817.2B7A908F@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Free magazines for postage.
Old-Time New England: The Bulletin of the Society for the Preservation of New
England Antiquities.
1921,
1922,
1923,
1926,
1928,

Jan, April, July
April
April, Oct
July
Oct

1924,
1925,
1926,
1927,
1928,
1929,
1930.
1950,
1951,
1952,
1953,
1954,
1955,
1956,
1957,
1958,
1959,
1960,
1961,
1962,
1963,
1964,
1965,
1966,
1967,
1968,
1969,
1970,

Jan, Oct
Jan, Apr, July
April
Jan, Apr, Oct
July
Oct
Oct
April
Summer
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Spring, Summer,
Winter, Summer,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Winter, Spring,
Summer

Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer
Summer
Fall
Fall
Fall
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,
Summer,

Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall

Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall

Historical New Hampshire
March 1947
1963-1984
Fall/Winter 1999
Bill Teschek
Assistant Director/Head of Technical Services
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us
From floggertl at yahoo.com Tue Jan 28 14:34:50 2014
From: floggertl at yahoo.com (Tony LaLuzerne)
Date: Tue, 28 Jan 2014 11:34:50 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] New books of interest
Message-ID: <1390937690.82059.YahooMailBasic@web162403.mail.bf1.yahoo.com>
To all - two new books of interest that we just received:
Why we left : untold stories and songs of America's first immigrants / Joanna
Brooks
University of Minnesota Press, 2013
ISBN: 9780816681259
?Brooks (American Lazarus) makes an intriguing case that, rather than a land of
opportunity, colonial America represented a harsh sanctuary. Drawing upon the
archives of colonial ballads, she describes the circumstances that propelled
400,000 English across the Atlantic in pre-Revolutionary times. Like today's

country music, lyrics of that era relate tales of murder, rivalry, false promises,
and cheating hearts. Brooks also uses her own lineage to illustrate the hardship of
life circa 1770. With unprecedented population growth and an economy that shifted
from subsistence to exports, 18th century England produced a new class of landless
laborers, which included her forefathers. The old songs were kept alive by 20th
century folk singers such as Davy Crockett Ward, his wife Lina, Bascom Lamar
Lunsford, Attie Crane, and Horton Barker. In the 1930s folklorist Alan Lomax moved
his School of the Air radio show to Virginia to collect the traditional tunes now
stored at the Library of Congress. That collection includes the ballad of Two
Sisters and a Beaver Hat, which concludes: "Then young men have a care/of painted
curled Locks. For such, though faire above, below may have the Pox." These ballads
may be the best surviving records of what brought so many here.? -- From Publisher?
s Weekly via Amazon
Ellis Island nation : immigration policy and American identity in the twentieth
century / Robert L. Fleegler
University of Pennsylvania Press, c2013
ISBN: 9780812245097
"Though debates over immigration have waxed and waned in the course of American
history, the importance of immigrants to the nation's identity is imparted in
civics classes, political discourse, and television and film. We are told that the
United States is a "nation of immigrants," built by people who came from many lands
to make an even better nation. But this belief was relatively new in the twentieth
century, a period that saw the establishment of immigrant quotas that endured until
the Immigrant and Nationality Act of 1965. What changed over the course of the
century, according to historian Robert L. Fleegler, is the rise of
"contributionism," the belief that the newcomers from eastern and southern Europe
contributed important cultural and economic benefits to American society. Early
twentieth-century immigrants from southern and eastern Europe often found
themselves criticized for language and customs at odds with their new culture, but
initially
found greater acceptance through an emphasis on their similarities to "native
stock" Americans. Drawing on sources as diverse as World War II films, records of
Senate subcommittee hearings, and anti-Communist propaganda, Ellis Island Nation
describes how contributionism eventually shifted the focus of the immigration
debate from assimilation to a Cold War celebration of ethnic diversity and its
benefits--helping to ease the passage of 1960s immigration laws that expanded the
pool of legal immigrants and setting the stage for the identity politics of the
1970s and 1980s. Ellis Island Nation provides a historical perspective on recent
discussions of multiculturalism and the exclusion of groups that have arrived since
the liberalization of immigrant laws."--Publisher's website.
Tony
From dkfhgc at metc.net Thu Jan 30 12:51:43 2014
From: dkfhgc at metc.net (Michele McNabb)
Date: Thu, 30 Jan 2014 11:51:43 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Digitizing obits
Message-ID: <004101cf1de3$f0145600$d03d0200$@net>
Our library has clipped and indexed a large number of obituaries over the
decades. We are now thinking of collaborating with another Danish-American
institution to scan our joint collections with OCR capability to make them
available for access from both institutions. We are initially thinking of
in-house use only, but with possible future access via the web. I know a
large number of libraries have already done this sort of project, so I have
the following questions about your overall project experience (the pros/cons

of doing this), the software used for the project, what personnel were
involved (staff? volunteers?), as well as possible copyright issues. Our
'obituaries' have come from many different sources, date from the 1880s to
the present, and also encompass funeral cards and programs. With respect to
copyright, I don't see that in-house use would be a problem, but what about
putting such material on the web? Since they are arranged alphabetically,
sorting them by before/after 1927 would not be a project I'd like to tackle.

Please answer off-line and thanks for your thoughts/advice.

Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: <mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG | P:
712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES |
DANISHMUSEUM.ORG

<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Jan 30 18:28:02 2014
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 30 Jan 2014 18:28:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (February 2014)
In-Reply-To: <EXCHANGE2dkXFGX3GQ300010c38@exchange2.pwc.ad>
References: <EXCHANGE2dkXFGX3GQ300010c38@exchange2.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <1315744270A88E4385A133A9BB44D0705A2327@exchange4.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
February 2014

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC),
Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton
Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email: relic2 at pwcgov.org

<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on What's New in
RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/What%27s-New-inRELIC.aspx> .

NEW IN RELIC?S DIGITAL LIBRARY

Thanks to Joan W. Peters, we have added her collection of abstracts of
records of Stafford County African Americans, 1790-1867, filed under Historic
Records, 1700-1800. Our Historic Sites File now has documents of Prince William
County historic sites beginning with letters A through P.
http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm

LIBRARY ONLINE SURVEY CONTINUES

The Prince William Public Library System will be conducting an online survey
through Saturday February 15th, 2014 to find out how our patrons use the library?s
computers and Internet connection and how this service has made a positive impact
on their lives. This information will help the library improve its technology
services and communicate the value of providing free access to computers and the
Internet within the community. The Impact Survey is anonymous, available in English
and Spanish, and takes 10-15 minutes to complete. Patrons who complete the survey
will be taken to a separate page to enter their name and contact information into a
weekly drawing for a 2 GB USB flash drive! Drawings will be held February 3,
February 10 and February 18 from entries received the prior week. In the case of
multiple entries only one prize per patron will be awarded.

As part of this survey, RELIC is interested in learning what impact our online
services have on our customers.
Do you use our Digital Library? Electronic
resources such as Heritage Quest, Obituaries and Death Notices, or the Local
Newspaper Index? Our pathfinders such as ?Roots in Prince William? or ?Chasing the
Civil War?? Interlibrary loan?
Please let us know. Thanks.

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided by the
Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language interpretation is
available for Prince William Public Library programs if requested at least three
weeks in advance. To be notified of upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC,
visit eNotifications/subscribe
<http://eservice.pwcgov.org/eServices/eNotifications/subscribe.aspx>
and select
Library ? What?s New in RELIC. Unless otherwise stated, all these programs will
take place at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any
of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at
pwcgov.org> .
For details see RELIC Programs
<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/RELIC-Programs.aspx> .

February 25, 7 p.m. ? The Latest in Online Mapping Tools, with Rick Sayre.
February 26, 11 a.m. ? Genealogy 201, with Tish Como.
March 12, 2 p.m. ? Genealogy 101, with Beverly Veness.
March 25, 7 p.m. ? Organizing Your Genealogy Research, with Diane Nesmeyer.
[rescheduled]
April 17, 11 a.m. ? Identification and Care of Family Photographs, with Dale
Neighbors.
April 22, 7 p.m. ? Manassas Gap Railroad Independent Line, with Clark Spitler

?Genealogy Doctor?: free counseling (contact us for an appointment).

THE LATEST IN
ONLINE MAPPING TOOLS
Presented by Rick Sayre

Learn about the exploding world of online mapping tools for genealogists from
certified genealogist Rick Sayre. A retired military officer, Rick has an M.A. in
Management Information Serives and currently works for the Defense Department as a
civilian.
This free program will be presented on Tuesday, February 25, at 7 p.m. in the
community room of Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat, please contact
RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

GENEALOGY 201:

BEYOND THE BASICS

Presented by Tish Como

Genealogy 101 introduced basic resources and techniques for researching your
family's history.
Genealogy 201 presents alternate resources to enhance your
family's history and advanced search techniques to help maximize your results from
online databases including census records, passenger lists, maps, and books.
RELIC's Tish Como will present this program on Wednesday, February 26, at 11 a.m.
at Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

GENEALOGY 101
Presented by Beverly Veness

Those curious about their family history have an opportunity to learn about
methods, strategies and resources for tracing their roots. This free 90-minute
program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, will highlight the
numerous free genealogical resources available at RELIC and will explore basic
techniques for tracking ancestors.
This program will also be presented at Bull Run Regional Library, on Wednesday,
March 12, at 2 p.m. To register please contact RELIC at Relic2 at pwcgov.org, or
at (703) 792-4540.

ORGANIZING YOUR GENEALOGY RESEARCH
Presented by Diane Nesmeyer

Do you love to research but hate organizing your findings? Or are you
just overwhelmed and not sure how to begin arranging all of the documents you?ve
collected in a way that makes sense? Learn strategies for tracking the tangible
results of your research. You will ultimately save time and become a better
genealogist. This program will be presented by veteran genealogist Diane Nesmeyer
on Tuesday, March 25, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library. (This program was
snowed out in January. Ms. Nesmeyer graciously agreed to reschedule it in March.)
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:RELIC2 at pwcgov.org> .

IDENTIFICATION AND CARE
OF FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS
Presented by Dale Neighbors

Dale Neighbors, Prints and Photographs Collection Coordinator for Special
Collections at the Library of Virginia, will share his expertise on how to identify
and care for your family photos. This free program will be presented on Thursday,
April 17, at 11 a.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2 at
pwcgov.org.

MANASSAS GAP RAILROAD
INDEPENDENT LINE
An Informal Survey by Clark Spitler

From 1851 to 1857, the Manassas Gap Railroad attempted to build an independent line
running from Gainesville to Alexandria. Although the line was never completed, the
cuts and fills made in preparation for it provided important protective embankments
during the Second Battle of Manassas, 1862. Clark Spitler has explored the
complete route of the line and photographed surviving segments of it, resulting in
an illustrated book. He will take you on an armchair tour of the rail line on
Tuesday, April 22, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional Library.
To reserve a seat for this free program, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2 at pwcgov.org.

?Genealogy Doctor? Accepting Appointments for Research Help

Don Wilson, head of RELIC, sets aside time each month for free private sessions to
mentor persons researching their family history. A thirty-minute session can be
used to discuss and analyze an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped
you.

Daytime and evening hours are possible. To set up an appointment, please call
RELIC at 703-792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org . Bull Run Regional Library is
located at 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families? Need
guidance with your genealogical research? You may contact RELIC staff for help and
advice at Ask RELIC <http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/RELIC/Pages/AskRELIC.aspx> or by calling us at 703-792-4540.
Hours, September to June (ET):
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm, Friday-Saturday 10am-5pm, Sunday noon-5pm. Closed
Federal holidays.

#
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From egrundset at dar.org Fri Jan 31 14:56:46 2014
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri, 31 Jan 2014 19:56:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] New DAR Library publications in our Revolution War
Source Guide series
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E941921CE@Mail3.darlib.org>
Everyone,
I keep churning out new volumes in our series of source guides for each of the
original states. So far, New York, South Carolina, and Georgia are now available in
either pdf form or in printed copies. Today or Monday the pdf of the Rhode Island
book should be posted; the text goes to the printer Monday for printing of the
actual book. It will likely be available in mid-March or so. Four down, nine to go.
Virginia is the next one I'm doing, and it will be big I'm sure. It is already over
300 pages with a lot to add. I do not know when that will appear, probably June or
so.
Please visit the DAR Store's page to learn the details.

http://www.dar.org/omni/store/store32/books_brochures__leaflets_10253999430.html
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
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